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Escort - Welcome to my s - Maschasexy
Welcome to my sweet world I am Mascha a typical sexy Russian girl, with a curvaceous
body will take your breath away. I love doing escort because this way, I can get to know
great people and going out to nice places One of my hobbies is traveling and therefore I
can communicate with you in several languages. I am very open-minded and always like
to get to know new cultures, also I would like to meet gentlemen who have a tolerant
personality. I believe positive thinking is very important! Even if something goes wrong on
the job, you can always find something good again. If you want I can show you the
nightlife in Berlin ....................................................................................... For me is very
important to feel sympathy for my client. I prefer men who are friendly, adventurous and
just simply wanna have fun and enjoy an erotic evening. I like to do sports and pay
attention to my body. I am also very well cared and I like to dress in high-quality clothes. I
am very interested in art and culture and therefore the perfect accompaniment of such an
event. I would be happy to show open-minded men a selection of trendy clubs that meet
all expectations. Eating well or simply going dancing is so much fun. I am perfect for Men,
who want to end the evening with a glass of champagne and interesting conversations. I
am a very sensitive person, which is why I seem to read your desires from your eyes and
like to seduce you. If you are open and like to talk about yourself, I am not only a very
good listener but also an interesting companion. If you have any special requests just let
me know If you are looking for the ultimate in elite escorts then I am the girl for you. Call
me now and ask if I am free tonight +49176 7381 0749 -- Age: 28 - Ethnicity: Caucasian Height: 5&#39;3 - 5&#39;5 (160-165cm) - Hair Color: Blonde - Breast Cup: C - Breast
Implants: No - Spoken languages: English, Russian - Pussy: Shaved Listed in: Europe Escorts / Germany Escorts / Berlin Escorts /
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